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Abstract
The mirror dual objects corresponding to ane Lagrangian multi sections of a trivial
special Lagrangian torus bration T 2n ! Tn are holomorphic vector bundles on a mirror
dual complex torus of dimension n via the homological mirror symmetry, and in general, it
is known that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between these holomorphic vector
bundles and a certain kind of projectively at bundles. In this paper, we study the exact
triangles consisting of those projectively at bundles on higher dimensional complex tori
while considering the relation with the exact triangles consisting of stable vector bundles in
the derived categories of coherent sheaves on one-dimensional complex tori.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we construct a mirror pair of tori as an analogue of the SYZ construction [25],
and mainly consider the exact triangles consisting of holomorphic vector bundles which appear
in the discussions of the homological mirror symmetry [15] for higher dimensional tori. The SYZ
construction is conjectured by Strominger, Yau and Zaslow in 1996, and it proposes a way of
constructing mirror pairs geometrically. Roughly speaking, this construction is the following. A
mirror pair of Calabi-Yau manifolds (M; M) is realized as the special Lagrangian torus brations
 : M ! B and  : M ! B on the same base space B. In particular, for each b 2 B, the special
Lagrangian torus bers  1(b) and  1(b) are related by the T-duality. On the other hand, the
homological mirror symmetry is conjectured by Kontsevich in 1994, and it states the following. For
each Calabi-Yau manifoldM , there exists a Calabi-Yau manifold M such that the derived category
of the Fukaya category [6] on M is equivalent to the derived category of coherent sheaves on M as
triangulated categories. One of the most fundamental examples of mirror pairs is a pair (T 2n; T 2n)
of tori, where T 2n is a symplectic torus and T 2n is a complex torus, so there are many studies
of the homological mirror symmetry for tori. For example, Polishchuk and Zaslow discuss the
homological mirror symmetry in the case n = 1, namely, the case of (T 2; T 2) in [23] (the details of
the higher A1 product structures are studied in [21]), and Fukaya studied the homological mirror
symmetry for abelian varieties via the SYZ construction in [7]. In particular, in [7], he discussed the
homological mirror symmetry by focusing on the cases that the objects of the Fukaya category are
restricted to ane Lagrangian submanifolds endowed with unitary local systems in the symplectic
geometry side. In this setting, the holomorphic vector bundles corresponding to such objects
of the Fukaya category are projectively at. Actually, there are various studies of projectively
at bundles on complex tori. For example, factors of automorphy of projectively at bundles on
complex tori are classied in [8], [19], [14], [26], and in fact, in [11], a one-to-one correspondence
between holomorphic vector bundles which appear in the discussions of the homological mirror
symmetry for tori and a certain kind of projectively at bundles is constructed explicitly, by using
this classication result. On the other hand, projectively at bundles are examples of Einstein-
Hermitian vector bundles, and Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles relate closely to stable vector
bundles via the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence [14], [18]. Thus, projectively at bundles play a
fundamental role in the complex (algebraic) geometry, including the homological mirror symmetry
for tori.
Now, we explain the statements discussed in the body of this paper briey. Let (L;L) be an
object of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n), where L  T n is an ane Lagrangian (multi) section
of the trivial special Lagrangian torus bration T 2n ! T n and L ! L is a unitary local system
along L. The objects (L;L) correspond to holomorphic vector bundles on T 2n via the homological
mirror symmetry, so we denote by E(L;L) the holomorphic vector bundle corresponding to (L;L).
As mentioned above, these holomorphic vector bundles E(L;L) are projectively at. Furthermore,
the special Lagrangian torus bers with unitary local systems along them correspond to skyscraper
sheaves on T 2n. We can also regard this correspondence as the Fourier-Mukai transform [17], [2].
By using holomorphic vector bundles E(L;L), we can construct a DG-category DG T 2n , so we can
also obtain the triangulated category Tr(DG T 2n) via the Bondal-Kapranov construction [4]. In
this triangulated category Tr(DG T 2n), we consider the following exact triangle.
      ! E(LA;LA)    ! C( )    ! E(LB;LB)     ! TE(LA;LA)    !    : (1)
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Here, T is the shift functor and C( ) denotes the mapping cone of  : E(LB;LB)! TE(LA;LA).
In particular, since the degrees of morphisms between holomorphic vector bundles E(L;L) are equal
to or larger than 0 in DG T 2n , each exact triangle consisting of projectively at bundles and their
shifts is always expressed as the exact triangle (1). In the above setting, rst, we recall the results
in the case of 2-dimensional tori, i.e., (T 2; T 2) which are explained bellow, following [10]. In [10],
the exact triangles (1) are studied under the assumptions gcd(rankE(L;L); degreeE(L;L)) = 1 and
dimExt1(E(LB;LB); E(LA;LA)) = 1, where gcd(m;n) > 0 denotes the greatest common divisor of
m, n 2 Z. For simplicity, we set r := rankE(LA;LA), s := rankE(LB;LB), a := degreeE(LA;LA),
b := degreeE(LB;LB). Here, note that the slopes of LA, LB are ar , bs , respectively. Then, E(LA;LA)
and E(LB;LB) are stable by the assumption gcd(r; a) = gcd(s; b) = 1. Furthermore, the assump-
tion dimExt1(E(LB;LB); E(LA;LA)) = 1 implies that C( ) also becomes a stable vector bundle
whose rank and degree are r+ s and a+ b, respectively. Hence, by Atiyah's classication result of
holomorphic vector bundles over an elliptic curve [3], there exists an object (L;L) of the Fukaya
category Fuk(T 2) such that C( ) = E(L;L), where the slope of L is a+br+s . Actually, in [10], this iso-
morphism C( ) = E(L;L) is constructed explicitly, and some geometric interpretations about the
isomorphism C( ) = E(L;L) from the viewpoint of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2) are also given.
Here, we remark that the cases without the assumption dimExt1(E(LB;LB); E(LA;LA)) = 1 are
studied in [5]. Next, we discuss the higher dimensional case, i.e., (T 2n; T 2n). Here, we focus on
the case rankE(LA;LA) = 1, and assume that C( ) becomes a simple projectively at bundle
(of course,  is a non-trivial morphism), namely, the exact triangle (1) becomes an exact triangle
consisting of three projectively at bundles and their shifts. Then, we prove that the exact triangle
(1) is obtained as the pullback of an exact triangle consisting of three projectively at bundles and
their shifts in the derived category of coherent sheaves on a one-dimensional complex torus T 2 by
a suitable holomorphic projection  : T 2n ! T 2. This result is given in Theorem 5.6.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain relations between the objects
(L;L) of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n) and holomorphic vector bundles E(L;L). Furthermore,
we construct the DG-category DG T 2n consisting of those holomorphic vector bundles E(L;L). In
section 3, in order to mention the projective atness of E(L;L), we recall the results which are
given in section 3 of [11]. In sections 4, 5, we consider the exact triangles consisting of three
projectively at bundles and their shifts on complex tori. In section 4, we recall the results in the
case of 2-dimensional tori, i.e., (T 2; T 2) in sections 4, 5, 6 of [10]. In section 5, we study the higher
dimensional case, i.e., (T 2n; T 2n) based on the discussions in section 4. In particular, the main
purpose in section 5 is to prove Theorem 5.6 which is explained in the above.
2 Holomorphic vector bundles and Lagrangian submani-
folds
In this section, we consider a mirror pair ((T 2n; ~!); T 2n), where (T 2n; ~!) is a complexied symplectic
torus and T 2n is a complex torus, and discuss relations between ane Lagrangian submanifolds in
(T 2n; ~!) and holomorphic vector bundles on T 2n. These are based on the SYZ construction [25]
(see also [17]). Furthermore, we dene the DG-category consisting of these holomorphic vector
bundles.
First, we explain the complex geometry side. We dene a complex torus T 2n as follows. Let
T be a complex matrix of order n such that ImT is positive denite. We denote by tij the (i; j)
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component of T . Let us consider the lattice L in Cn generated by
1 := (2; 0;    ; 0)t;    ; n := (0;    ; 0; 2)t;
01 := (2t11;    ; 2tn1)t;    ; 0n := (2t1n;    ; 2tnn)t;
and we dene T 2n := Cn=L = Cn=2(ZnTZn). Sometimes we regard the n-dimensional complex
torus T 2n as a 2n-dimensional real torus R2n=2Z2n. In this paper, we further assume that T is a
non-singular matrix. Actually, in our setting described below, it turns out that the mirror partner
of T 2n does not exist if detT = 0. However, we can avoid this problem and discuss the homological
mirror symmetry even if detT = 0 by modifying the denition of the mirror partner of T 2n and a
class of holomorphic vector bundles which we treat. This fact will be discussed in [12]. Here, we
x an " > 0 small enough and let
Ol1lnm1mn :=

x
y

2 T 2n j 2
3
(lj   1)  " <xj < 2
3
lj + ";
2
3
(mk   1)  " < yk < 2
3
mk + "; j; k = 1;    ; n

be a subset of T 2n, where lj;mk = 1; 2; 3,
x := (x1;    ; xn)t; y := (y1;    ; yn)t;
and we identify xi  xi + 2, yi  yi + 2 for each i = 1;    ; n. Sometimes we denote
O
l1(lj=l)ln
m1(mk=m)mn instead of O
l1ln
m1mn in order to specify the values lj = l, mk = m. Then,
fOl1lnm1mnglj ;mk=1;2;3 is an open cover of T 2n, and we dene the local coordinates of Ol1lnm1mn by
(x1;    ; xn; y1;    ; yn)t 2 R2n:
Furthermore, we locally express the complex coordinates z := (z1;    ; zn)t of T 2n by z = x+ Ty.
Now, we dene a class of holomorphic vector bundles E(r;A;;U) on T 2n. We rst construct it as
a complex vector bundle, and then discuss when it becomes a holomorphic vector bundle later in
Proposition 2.1. However, since the notations of transition functions of E(r;A;;U) are complicated,
before giving the strict denition of E(r;A;;U), we explain the idea of the construction of E(r;A;;U).
We assume r, r0 2 N, A = (aij) 2 M(n;Z) and  := (1;    ; n)t 2 Cn. This r0 2 N denotes the
rank of E(r;A;;U), and it is uniquely dened by using (r; A) 2 NM(n;Z). Hereafter, sometimes
we denote  = p+ T tq with p := (p1;    ; pn)t 2 Rn, q := (q1;    ; qn)t 2 Rn. In general, the ane
Lagrangian submanifold corresponding to a holomorphic vector bundle E(r;A;;U) is the following
(we will explain the details of the symplectic geometry side again later).
x
y

2 (T 2n; ~!) j y = 1
r
Ax+
1
r

r0
r
p  

:
Here, x := (x1;    ; xn)t, y := (y1;    ; yn)t are the coordinates of the complexied symplectic
torus (T 2n; ~!), and we will explain the notation  2 Rn later. In this situation, if xj 7! xj + 2
(j = 1;    ; n), then
y 7! y + 2
r
(a1j;    ; anj)t:
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We decide the transition functions of E(r;A;;U) by using this 1r (a1j;    ; anj)t 2 Qn. This construc-
tion is a generalization of the case of ((T 2; ~!); T 2) to the higher dimensional case in the paper [10]
(see section 2). In fact, for a given data (r; A; ) 2 NM(n;Z) (RnT tRn), E(r;A;;U) is strictly
dened as follows. First, we need to dene r0 2 N by using a given pair (r; A) 2 NM(n;Z). By
the theory of elementary divisors, there exist two matrices A, B 2 GL(n;Z) such that
AAB =
0BBBBBBB@
~a1
. . .
~as
0
. . .
0
1CCCCCCCA
; (2)
where ~ai 2 N (i = 1;    ; s, 1  s  n) and ~aij~ai+1 (i = 1;    ; s  1). Then, we dene r0i 2 N and
a0i 2 Z (i = 1;    ; s) by
~ai
r
=
a0i
r0i
; gcd(r0i; a
0
i) = 1; (3)
where gcd(m;n) > 0 denotes the greatest common divisor of m, n 2 Z. By using these, we set
r0 := r01    r0s 2 N:
This r0 2 N is uniquely dened by a given pair (r; A) 2 NM(n;Z), and it is actually the rank of
E(r;A;;U) (in this sense, although we should also emphasize r0 2 N when we denote E(r;A;;U), for
simplicity, we use the notation E(r;A;;U) in this paper). Now, we dene the transition functions of
E(r;A;;U). Let
 l1lnm1mn : O
l1ln
m1mn ! Cr
0
; lj;mk = 1; 2; 3
be a smooth section of E(r;A;;U). The transition functions of E(r;A;;U) are non-trivial on
O(l1=3)lnm1mn \O(l1=1)lnm1mn ; Ol1(l2=3)lnm1mn \Ol1(l2=1)lnm1mn ;    ; Ol1(ln=3)m1mn \Ol1(ln=1)m1mn ;
Ol1ln(m1=3)mn \Ol1ln(m1=1)mn ; Ol1lnm1(m2=3)mn \Ol1lnm1(m2=1)mn ;    ; Ol1lnm1(mn=3) \Ol1lnm1(mn=1);
and otherwise are trivial. We dene the transition function on O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1mn \Ol1(lj=1)lnm1mn by
 
l1(lj=3)ln
m1mn

O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1mn \O
l1(lj=1)ln
m1mn
= e
i
r
ajyVj  
l1(lj=1)ln
m1mn

O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1mn \O
l1(lj=1)ln
m1mn
;
where i =
p 1, aj := (a1j;    ; anj) and Vj 2 U(r0). Similarly, we dene the transition function
on Ol1lnm1(mk=3)mn \O
l1ln
m1(mk=1)mn by
 l1lnm1(mk=3)mn

O
l1ln
m1(mk=3)mn
\Ol1ln
m1(mk=1)mn
= Uk  
l1ln
m1(mk=1)mn

O
l1ln
m1(mk=3)mn
\Ol1ln
m1(mk=1)mn
;
where Uk 2 U(r0). In the denitions of these transition functions, actually, we only treat Vj,
Uk 2 U(r0) which satisfy the cocycle condition, so we explain the cocycle condition below. When
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we dene
 
l1(lj=3)ln
m1(mk=3)mn

O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1(mk=3)mn
\Ol1(lj=1)ln
m1(mk=1)mn
= Uk  
l1(lj=3)ln
m1(mk=1)mn

O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1(mk=3)mn
\Ol1(lj=1)ln
m1(mk=1)mn
=

Uk

e
i
r
ajyVj

 
l1(lj=1)ln
m1(mk=1)mn

O
l1(lj=3)ln
m1(mk=3)mn
\Ol1(lj=1)ln
m1(mk=1)mn
;
the cocycle condition is expressed as
VjVk = VkVj; UjUk = UkUj; 
 akjUkVj = VjUk;
where  is the r-th root of 1 and j; k = 1;    ; n. We dene a set U of unitary matrices by
U :=
n
Vj; Uk 2 U(r0) j VjVk = VkVj; UjUk = UkUj;  akjUkVj = VjUk; j; k = 1;    ; n
o
: (4)
Of course, how to dene the set U relates closely to (in)decomposability of E(r;A;;U). Here, we
only treat the set U such that E(r;A;;U) is simple (we can take such a set U 6= ; for any (r; r0; A) 2
N2 M(n;Z)). Furthermore, for each j = 1;    ; n, we dene j, j 2 R by
eij = detVj; e
ij = detUj;
and set
 := (1;    ; n)t;  := (1;    ; n)t 2 Rn: (5)
In particular, for two holomorphic vector bundles E(r;A;;U), E(r;A;;U 0) and two pairs (; ), (0; 0) as-
sociated to E(r;A;;U), E(r;A;;U 0), respectively, E(r;A;;U) = E(r;A;;U 0) if and only if   0 (mod 2Zn),
  0 (mod 2Zn) hold (see [13]). We use these notations ,  when we dene the mirror dual
objects corresponding to holomorphic vector bundles E(r;A;;U). Therefore, when we give r, A, 
and U , the complex vector bundle E(r;A;;U) is dened, so next, we consider the condition such that
the complex vector bundle E(r;A;;U) becomes a holomorphic vector bundle. We dene a connection
r(r;A;;U) on E(r;A;;U) locally as
r(r;A;;U) = d+ !(r;A;;U) := d  i
2

1
r
xtAt +
1
r
t

dy  Ir0 ;
where dy := (dy1;    ; dyn)t and d denotes the exterior derivative. In fact, r(r;A;;U) is compatible
with the transition functions and so denes a global connection. Then, its curvature form 
(r;A;;U)
is

(r;A;;U) =   i
2r
dxtAtdy  Ir0 ;
where dx := (dx1;    ; dxn)t. Here, we consider the condition such that E(r;A;;U) is holomorphic.
We see that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 2.1. For a given quadruple (r; A; ;U), the complex vector bundle E(r;A;;U) is holo-
morphic if and only if AT is a symmetric matrix.
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Proof. In general, a complex vector bundle is holomorphic if and only if the (0,2)-part of its
curvature form vanishes, so we calculate the (0,2)-part of 
(r;A;;U). It turns out to be


(0;2)
(r;A;;U) =
i
2r
dztfT (T   T ) 1gtAt(T   T ) 1dz  Ir0 ;
where dz := (dz1;    ; dzn)t. Thus, 
(0;2)(r;A;;U) = 0 is equivalent to that fT (T   T ) 1gtAt(T   T ) 1
is a symmetric matrix, i.e., AT = (AT )t.
Next, we explain the symplectic geometry side. We consider a 2n-dimensional real torus T 2n =
R2n=2Z2n, and of course, for each point (x1;    ; xn; y1;    yn)t 2 T 2n, we identify xi  xi + 2,
yi  yi+2, where i = 1;    ; n. We also denote by (x1;    ; xn; y1;    ; yn)t the local coordinates
in the neighborhood of an arbitrary point (x1;    ; xn; y1;    ; yn)t 2 T 2n. Furthermore, we use the
same notation (x1;    ; xn; y1;    ; yn)t when we denote the coordinates of the covering space R2n
of T 2n. Here, for simplicity, we set
x := (x1;    ; xn)t; y := (y1;    ; yn)t:
We dene a complexied symplectic form ~! on T 2n by
~! := dxt( T 1)tdy;
where dx := (dx1;    ; dxn)t and dy := (dy1;    ; dyn)t. We decompose ~! into
~! = dxtRe( T 1)tdy + idxtIm( T 1)tdy;
and dene
! := Im( T 1)t; B := Re( T 1)t:
Sometimes we identify the matrices ! and B with the 2-forms dxt!dy and dxtBdy, respectively.
Then, ! denes a symplectic form on T 2n. The closed 2-form B is often called the B-eld. We
dene the objects of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!) on (T 2n; ~!) corresponding to holomorphic
vector bundles (E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)) on T 2n, namely, the pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds and
unitary local systems on them. For simplicity, we set
p() :=
r0
r
p  ; q() := r
0
r
q + :
Here, since the values r
0
r
p    and r0
r
q +  depend on (r; r0) 2 N2, strictly speaking, the above
notations p() and q() are not precise. However, since the notations are complicated, we use
the above notations p() and q() in this paper. Let us consider the following n-dimensional
submanifold ~L(r;A;p()) in R2n.
~L(r;A;p()) :=

x
y

2 R2n j y = 1
r
Ax+
1
r
p()

:
We see that this n-dimensional submanifold ~L(r;A;p()) becomes a Lagrangian submanifold in R2n if
and only if !A = (!A)t holds. Then, for the covering map  : R2n ! T 2n, L(r;A;p()) := (~L(r;A;p()))
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denes a Lagrangian submanifold in (T 2n; ~!). Furthermore, we consider the trivial complex line
bundle L(r;A;p();q()) ! L(r;A;p()) with the at connection
rL(r;A;p();q()) := d 
i
2
1
r
q()tdx:
Note that q() 2 Rn is the holonomy of L(r;A;p();q()) along L(r;A;p())  T n. By recalling the
denition of the Fukaya category, we have

L(r;A;p();q()) = dx
tBdy

L(r;A;p())
;
where 
L(r;A;p();q()) is the curvature form of the at connection rL(r;A;p();q()) , i.e., 
L(r;A;p();q()) = 0.
Hence, we see
dxtBdy

L(r;A;p())
=
1
r
dxtBAdx = 0;
so one has BA = (BA)t. Note that !A = (!A)t and BA = (BA)t hold if and only if AT =
(AT )t holds, i.e., E(r;A;;U) becomes a holomorphic vector bundle on T 2n (Proposition 2.1). Here,
we give a remark. In the above construction, although two vectors ,  2 Rn are used in the
denition of the object (L(r;A;p());L(r;A;p();q())) of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!), these vectors
,  2 Rn are determined by the transition functions of the mirror dual holomorphic vector
bundle E(r;A;;U). Actually, we need to use these vectors ,  2 Rn when we dene the map
[E(r;A;;U)] 7! [(L(r;A;p());L(r;A;p();q()))], where [E(r;A;;U)] and [(L(r;A;p());L(r;A;p();q()))] denote the
isomorphism class of E(r;A;;U) and the isomorphism class of (L(r;A;p());L(r;A;p();q())), respectively.
This fact is found by us, and it will be discussed in [13].
We dene the DG-categoryDG T 2n consisting of holomorphic vector bundles (E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)).
This denition is an extension of the case of ((T 2; ~!); T 2) to the higher dimensional case in the
paper [10] (see section 3). The objects of DG T 2n are holomorphic vector bundles E(r;A;;U) with
U(r0)-connections r(r;A;;U). Of course, we assume AT = (AT )t. Sometimes we simply denote
(E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)) by E(r;A;;U). For any two objects
E(r;A;;U) = (E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)); E(s;B;;V) = (E(s;B;;V);r(s;B;;V));
the space of morphisms is dened by
HomDG T2n (E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V)) :=  (E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V))
C1( T 2n) 
0;( T 2n);
where 
0;( T 2n) is the space of anti-holomorphic dierential forms, and  (E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V)) is the
space of homomorphisms from E(r;A;;U) to E(s;B;;V). The space of morphisms HomDG T2n (E(r;A;;U);
E(s;B;;V)) is a Z-graded vector space, where the grading is dened as the degrees of anti-holomorphic
dierential forms. The degree r part is denoted HomrDG T2n (E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V)). We decompose
r(r;A;;U) into its holomorphic part and anti-holomorphic part r(r;A;;U) = r(1;0)(r;A;;U) + r(0;1)(r;A;;U),
and dene a linear map
HomrDG T2n (E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V))! Hom
r+1
DG T2n
(E(r;A;;U); E(s;B;;V))
by
 7! (2r(0;1)(s;B;;V))( )  ( 1)r (2r(0;1)(r;A;;U)):
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We can check that this linear map is a dierential. Furthermore, the product structure is dened
by the composition of homomorphisms of vector bundles together with the wedge product for anti-
holomorphic dierential forms. Then, these dierential and product structure satisfy the Leibniz
rule. Hence, DG T 2n forms a DG-category.
In general, for a given A1 category (DG-category), we can construct a triangulated category
via the Bondal-Kapranov-Kontsevich construction [4], [15]. In this paper, we denote by Tr(C ) the
triangulated category obtained by this construction from a given A1 category (DG-category) C .
Thus, for the DG-category DG T 2n , we can consider the triangulated category Tr(DG T 2n).
3 The projective atness of E(r;A;;U)
The main purpose of this section is to recall the results which are given in section 3 of [11]. More
precisely, in section 3 of [11], a one-to-one correspondence between holomorphic vector bundles
(E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)) and a certain kind of projectively at bundles is constructed explicitly, by
using the result of the classication of factors of automorphy of projectively at bundles on complex
tori. The detail of these discussions is described in subsection 3.2.
3.1 Projectively at bundles on complex tori
In this subsection, we recall the denition of projectively at bundles and properties of them.
First, since we need to use in the later discussions, we recall the denition of factors of auto-
morphy for holomorphic vector bundles following [14]. Let M be a complex manifold such that
its universal covering space ~M is a topologically trivial (contractible) Stein manifold (Cn is an
example of a Stein manifold). Let p : ~M ! M be the covering projection and   the covering
transformation group acting on ~M so that M = ~M= . Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle
of rank r over M . Then its pull-back ~E = pE is a holomorphic vector bundle of the same rank
over ~M . Since ~M is topologically trivial, ~E is topologically a product bundle. Since ~M is Stein,
by Oka's principle, ~E is holomorphically a product bundle, i.e., ~E = ~M  Cr. Having xed this
isomorphism, we dene a holomorphic map j :   ~M ! GL(r;C) by the following commutative
diagram
~Ex+ = Cr
%%KK
KKK
KKK
KK
~Ex = Cr
zzuuu
uu
uu
uu
u
j(;x)oo
Ep(x) ;
where x 2 ~M ,  2  . Then, for x 2 ~M , ; 0 2  , the following relation holds.
j( + 0; x) = j(0; x+ )  j(; x):
The map j :    ~M ! GL(r;C) is called the factor of automorphy for the holomorphic vector
bundle E.
Now, we recall the denition and some properties of projectively at bundles.
Denition 3.1 (Projectively at bundles, [8], [19], [14], [26]). Let E be a holomorphic vector
bundle of rank r over a compact Kahler manifold M and P (E) its associated principal GL(r;C)-
bundle. Then P^ (E) = P (E)=CIr is a principal PGL(r;C)-bundle. We say that E is projectively
at when P^ (E) is provided with a at structure.
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For a complex vector bundle E of rank r with a connection D over a compact Kahler manifold
M , it is known that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.2 ([19], [14], [26]). Let R be a curvature of (E;D). Then, E is projectively at
if and only if R takes values in scalar multiples of the identity endmorphism IE of E, i.e., if and
only if there exists a complex 2-form  on M such that R =   IE.
There are many studies of projectively at bundles on complex tori. Let Cn=  be a complex
torus, where   is a nondegenerate lattice of rank 2n of Cn. Let us denote the coordinates of
Cn by z = (z1;    ; zn)t. Hereafter, we focus on projectively at bundles which admit Hermitian
structures over a complex torus Cn=  1. On the detail of the results which are described below,
for example, see [8], [19], [14], [26]. Now, we recall the following theorem (see Theorem 4.7.54 in
[14]) which plays an important role in our discussions in subsection 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r over a complex torus Cn= . If E
admits a projectively at Hermitian structure h, then its factor of automorphy j can be written as
follows :
j(; z) = U()exp

1
r
R(z; ) + 1
2r
R(; )

(; z) 2   Cn;
where
(i) R is a Hermitian form on Cn and its imaginary part satises
ImR(; 0) 2 Z for ; 0 2  ;
(ii) U :  ! U(r) is a semi-representation in the sense that it satises
U( + 0) = U()U(0)e
i
r
ImR(0;) for ; 0 2  :
Conversely, given a Hermitian form R on Cn with property (i) and a semi-representation U :  !
U(r), we can dene a factor of automorphy j :   Cn ! CU(r) as above, where
CU(r) :=

cU j c 2 C and U 2 U(r)	 :
The corresponding vector bundle E over Cn=  admits a projectively at Hermitian structure.
In Theorem 3.3, of course, by using a Hermitian matrix R, we can denote
R(z; w) = ztR w;
where z = (z1;    ; zn)t and w = (w1;    ; wn)t. Then, under the situation of Theorem 3.3, the
connection 1-form ! of the Hermitian connection of (E; h) is expressed locally as
! =  1
r
dztRz  Ir + dztb  Ir;
where dz := (dz1;    ; dzn)t and b := (b1;    ; bn)t 2 Cn is a constant vector. Furthermore, the
curvature form 
 of the Hermitian connection of (E; h) is expressed locally as

 =
1
r
dztRdz  Ir:
1In fact, since we do not mention about Hermitian structures explicitly in our main discussions, readers do not
have to consider about them so much in subsection 3.2.
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3.2 The construction of an isomorphism E(r;A;;U) = E(r;A;;U)
As mentioned in subsection 3.1, in general, the factors of automorphy of projectively at bundles on
complex tori are classied concretely. Furthermore, by using this classication result, holomorphic
vector bundles (E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)) are characterized as a class of projectively at bundles in
section 3 of [11]. The purpose of this subsection is to recall this result.
We consider the case T 2n = Cn=L = Cn=2(Zn  TZn), and discuss the relations between
holomorphic vector bundles (E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U)) and projectively at bundles. Note that the
curvature form 
(r;A;;U) of a holomorphic vector bundle E(r;A;;U) is expressed locally as

(r;A;;U) =
i
2r0
r0
r
dztf(T   T ) 1gtAdz  Ir0 :
Now, we dene
R :=
i
2
r0
r
f(T   T ) 1gtA;
namely,

(r;A;;U) =
1
r0
dztRdz  Ir0 :
Then, the matrix R is a real symmetric matrix of order n (see Lemma 3.3 in [11]). By using this
real symmetric matrix R of order n, we dene a Hermitian bilinear form R : Cn  Cn ! C by
R(z; w) :=
nX
i;j=1
Rijzi wj;
where z = (z1;    ; zn)t, w = (w1;    ; wn)t. Here, we give a remark on the matrix r0r A. By the
relations (2) and (3), we see
1
r
AAB =
0BBBBBBBB@
a01
r01
. . .
a0s
r0s
0
. . .
0
1CCCCCCCCA
;
where A, B 2 GL(n;Z). Therefore, one has
r0
r
AAB =
0BBBBBBB@
r02    r0sa01
. . .
r01    r0s 1a0s
0
. . .
0
1CCCCCCCA
;
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and since A, B 2 GL(n;Z), we see that
r0
r
A = A 1
0BBBBBBB@
r02    r0sa01
. . .
r01    r0s 1a0s
0
. . .
0
1CCCCCCCA
B 1 2M(n;Z)
holds. Thus, each component of the matrix r
0
r
A is an integer. In this situation, we can prove that
the following propositions hold (see Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 in [11]).
Proposition 3.4. For 1;    ; n and 01;    ; 0n, ImR(j; k) = 0, ImR(0j; 0k) = 0, where j; k =
1;    ; n.
Proposition 3.5. For 1;    ; n and 01;    ; 0n, ImR(j; 0k) = (  r
0
r
akj), ImR(0k; j) =  r
0
r
akj,
where j; k = 1;    ; n.
Here, we consider a projectively at bundle E(r;A;;U) of rank r0 whose factor of automorphy
j : L  Cn ! GL(r0;C) and connection ~r(r;A;;U) = d + ~!(r;A;;U) are expressed locally as follows
(see also Theorem 3.3).
j(; z) = U()exp

1
r0
R(z; ) + 1
2r0
R(; )

;
~!(r;A;;U) =   1
r0
dztRz  Ir0 + i
2r
t(T   T ) 1dz  Ir0   i
2r
t(T   T ) 1dz  Ir0 :
In particular, U(j); U(
0
k) 2 U(r0) (j; k = 1;    ; n) satisfy the following relations (see also Propo-
sition 3.4, Proposition 3.5).
U(j)U(k) = U(k)U(j); U(
0
j)U(
0
k) = U(
0
k)U(
0
j); 
 akjU(0k)U(j) = U(j)U(
0
k):
Note that these relations are equivalent to the cocycle condition of E(r;A;;U) (see also the denition
(4) of U). Therefore, we can denote
U =
n
U(j); U(
0
k) 2 U(r0) j U(j)U(k) = U(k)U(j); U(0j)U(0k) = U(0k)U(0j);
 akjU(0k)U(j) = U(j)U(
0
k); j; k = 1;    ; n
o
:
In fact, the purpose of this subsection is to recall the result that E(r;A;;U) = E(r;A;;U) holds, and
this result is given in Theorem 3.6. Similarly as in the case of E(r;A;;U), when we give r, A,  and
U , the projectively at bundle E(r;A;;U) is dened. It is clear that the curvature form ~
(r;A;;U) of
E(r;A;;U) is expressed locally as
~
(r;A;;U) =
1
r0
dztRdz  Ir0 :
Hence, we x r, A,  (note that r0 is uniquely dened by using r and A) and by comparing
the denition of E(r;A;;U) with the denition of E(r;A;;U), we see that the cardinality of the set
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f(E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U))g is equal to the cardinality of the set f(E(r;A;;U); ~r(r;A;;U))g. Thus, we
expect that there exists an isomorphism 	 : E(r;A;;U)
! E(r;A;;U) which gives a correspondence
between f(E(r;A;;U);r(r;A;;U))g and f(E(r;A;;U); ~r(r;A;;U))g. Actually, it is known that the following
theorem holds, and this is the main theorem in this subsection (see Theorem 3.6 in [11] 2).
Theorem 3.6. One has E(r;A;;U) = E(r;A;;U), where an isomorphism 	 : E(r;A;;U) ! E(r;A;;U) is
expressed locally as
	(z; z) = exp

i
4r0
ztAz + i
4r0
zt Az   i
2r0
ztAz   i
2r
ztf(T   T ) 1gt + i
2r
ztf(T   T ) 1gt

 Ir0 ;
A := r
0
r
f(T   T ) 1gt T tAt(T   T ) 1:
4 Exact triangles consisting of stable vector bundles on T 2
In this section, since we treat the case of 2-dimensional tori only, we may assume gcd(r; a) = 1
in the denition of E(r;a;;U), namely, we may assume that the rank of E(r;a;;U) and the degree of
E(r;a;;U) are relatively prime. Furthermore, throughout this section, we x the set
Ur :=
8>>><>>>:V1 :=
0BBB@
0 1
. . . . . .
1
1 0
1CCCA ; U1 :=
0BBB@
1

. . .
r 1
1CCCA
 a
2 U(r)
9>>>=>>>;
consisting of unitary matrices when we consider the cocycle conditions (see also the denition
(4) of U). In the above denition of Ur, a 2 Z is actually the degree of a holomorphic vector
bundle E(r;a;;Ur) which is dened by using the set Ur. In this section, we take a mirror pair
(
 
T 2; ~! =   1
T
dx1 ^ dy1 ; T 2 = C=2(Z TZ)) and consider the exact triangle
      ! E(r;a;;Ur)    ! C( )    ! E(s;b;;Us)     ! TE(r;a;;Ur)    !    (6)
in Tr(DG T 2) under the assumptions
dimExt1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1;
a
r
<
b
s
:
Here, C( ) and T denote the mapping cone of a non-trivial morphism  2 Ext1(E(s;b;;Us ; E(r;a;;Ur))
and the shift functor in Tr(DG T 2), respectively. In particular, it is known that the DG-category
DG T 2 generates the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves D
b(Coh( T 2)) on T 2, i.e.,
Tr(DG T 2)
= Db(Coh( T 2))
holds (cf. [16], [1]). Then, we can check that E(r;a;;Ur) and E(s;b;;Us) are stable, and by using the as-
sumption dimExt1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1, we see that C( ) is also stable. Hence, we can say that
2In [11], since the denition of holomorphic vector bundles E(r;A;;U) is restricted to the cases r = r0 only,
actually, Theorem 3.6 in [11] is the special case of Theorem 3.6 in this paper. However, we are going to revise [11]
in the future, and then, we are also going to treat not only the cases r = r0 but also the cases r 6= r0.
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the exact triangle (6) is the most fundamental example of non-trivial exact triangles consisting of
stable vector bundles in Tr(DG T 2)
= Db(Coh( T 2)). On the other hand, the isomorphism classes of
indecomposable holomorphic vector bundles over an elliptic curve are classied by Atiyah [3]. This
result of Atiyah implies that the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable holomorphic vector
bundles are parametrized by  2 T 2 = C=2(ZTZ). Now, we see that C( ) is a holomorphic vec-
tor bundle whose rank and degree are r+ s and a+ b, respectively, so we expect that there exists a
 2 T 2 such that C( ) = E(r+s;a+b;;Ur+s) by Atiyah's result. Actually, in section 4 in [10], the value
 such that C( ) = E(r+s;a+b;;Ur+s) is determined in the case dimExt1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1.
The purpose of this section is to recall this result. In particular, the Lagrangian submanifolds
corresponding to C( ) intersect at one point, and they become a single Lagrangian submanifold
corresponding to E(r+s;a+b;;Ur+s) by an isomorphism C( ) = E(r+s;a+b;;Ur+s). We expect that this
can be regarded as an analogue of the Dehn twist (see [24], [1]). We also remark that the cases
without the assumption dimExt1(E(s;B;;V); E(r;A;;U)) = 1 are studied in [5].
First, we mention the stability of E(r;a;;Ur). As discussed in section 2, in DG T 2 , the dierential
HomrDG T2 (E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us))  ! Hom
r+1
DG T2
(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us))
is dened by
 7 ! (2r(0;1)(s;b;;Us))( )  ( 1)r (2r
(0;1)
(r;a;;Ur)):
We denote by Hr(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) the r-th cohomology with respect to this dierential, and in
particular, H0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) is the space of holomorphic maps. Then, for two holomorphic
vector bundles whose ranks and degrees are same, i.e., (r; a) = (s; b), the following proposition
holds (see Proposition 3.1 in [10]).
Proposition 4.1. Let r be a natural number and a an integer. We assume r and a are rela-
tively prime. Then for  and  (;  2 R  TR), dimH0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1 if and only if
   (mod 2(Z  TZ)), and, dimH0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, in the
case dimH0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1, a non-trivial element in H
0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(r;a;;Ur)) gives an
isomorphism E(r;a;;Ur) = E(r;a;;Ur).
Moreover, as a corollary of this proposition, we obtain the following (see Corollary 3.2 in [10]).
Corollary 4.2. For E(r;a;;Ur), a holomorphic map  : E(r;a;;Ur) ! E(r;a;;Ur) is expressed locally
as  = cIr, where c 2 C.
Hence E(r;a;;Ur) is indeed a simple vector bundle, so it is indecomposable. Furthermore, it is
known that an indecomposable vector bundle E on an elliptic curve is stable if and only if the
rank of E and the degree of E are relatively prime (see [22], p.178). Thus, E(r;a;;Ur) is also stable.
Moreover, for E(r;a;;Ur) and E(s;b;;Us) with (r; a) 6= (s; b), the following proposition is known (see
[22], p.179).
Proposition 4.3. For E(r;a;;Ur) and E(s;b;;Us), if br   as > 0 then dimH0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) =
br   as and dimH1(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) = 0, if br   as < 0 then dimH0(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) = 0
and dimH1(E(r;a;;Ur); E(s;b;;Us)) = as  br.
Now, we consider the exact triangle (6), i.e.,
      ! E(r;a;;Ur)    ! C( )    ! E(s;b;;Us)     ! TE(r;a;;Ur)    !   
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in Tr(DG T 2)
= Db(Coh( T 2)), where
dimExt1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = 1;
a
r
<
b
s
:
In particular,
dimExt1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = dimH
1(E(s;b;;Us); E(r;a;;Ur)) = br   as = 1
holds by Proposition 4.3. Then, without loss of generality, we may discuss the case (r; a) = (1; 0),
(s; b) = (1; 1) only, because we can consider the SL(2;Z) action on (T 2n; ~!). This fact is explained
in section 6 of [10]. Thus, we may consider the following exact triangle in Tr(DG T 2).
      ! E(1;0;;U1)    ! C( )    ! E(1;1;;U1)     ! TE(r;a;;U1)    !    : (7)
Here, we recall Atiyah's result on the classication of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
holomorphic vector bundles over an elliptic curve.
Theorem 4.4 (Atiyah, 1957, [3]). The set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable holomorphic
vector bundles over an elliptic curve can be identied with the elliptic curve when the rank and
degree of holmorphic vector bundles are relatively prime.
We explain how to apply this Theorem 4.4 to our discussions. Since E(r;a;;Ur) = E(r;a;;Ur)
holds if and only if    (mod 2(Z  TZ)) by Proposition 4.1, the set of isomorphism classes
of E(r;a;;Ur) is parametrized by  2 C=2(Z  TZ). Now, C( ) is a holomorphic vector bundle
whose rank and degree are 2 and 1, respectively. So if C( ) is indecomposable, we expect that
there exists an  2 R TR such that C( ) = E(2;1;;U2) by Theorem 4.4. In fact, for E(2;1;;U2), it
is known that C( ) = E(2;1;;U2) holds if and only if    +  +  + T (mod 2(Z  TZ)) (see
Theorem 4.10 in [10]). This is the main theorem which we recall in this section.
We discuss the conditions when there exist non-trivial holomorphic maps ~ : E(2;1;;U2) ! C( )
and  : C( )! E(2;1;;U2). We apply the covariant cohomological functor
F := HomTr(DG T2 )(E(2;1;;U2);  ) = H0(E(2;1;;U2);  )
and the contravariant cohomological functor
G := HomTr(DG T2 )(  ; E(2;1;;U2)) = H0(  ; E(2;1;;U2))
to the exact triangle (7), and obtain the following long exact sequences.
      ! F (E(1;0;;U1))    ! F (C( ))    ! F (E(1;1;;U1))
F ( )   ! F (TE(1;0;;U1))    !    ;
      ! G(E(1;1;;U1))    ! G(C( ))    ! G(E(1;0;;U1))
G(T 1 )     ! G(T 1E(1;1;;U1))    !    :
Then, it is known that the following lemmas hold (see Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.3 in [10]).
Lemma 4.5. If F ( ) = 0 then dimF (C( )) = 1 and if F ( ) 6= 0 then F (C( )) = 0.
Lemma 4.6. If G(T 1 ) = 0 then dimG(C( )) = 1 and if G(T 1 ) 6= 0 then G(C( )) = 0.
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In particular, although we can consider the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2; ~!) in the symplectic
geometry side, the conditions F ( ) = 0, G(T 1 ) = 0 in the above lemmas are equivalent to
the condition that an A1 product m2 in Fuk(T 2; ~!) vanishes. The detail of these discussions is
described in section 5 of [10].
In general, C( ) does not depend on the choice of a non-trivial morphism  . We explain the
local expression of the morphism  = ~ (x1; y1)d z1 briey. For ~ (x1; y1), it can be Fourier-expanded
as
~ (x1; y1) =
X
H2Z
 H(x1)e
iHy1 ;
and we see that  H(x1) satises
 H(x1 + 2) =  H+1(x1)
by the conditions of transition functions of E(1;0;;U1) and E(1;1;;U1). So we need to dene  H(x1).
Here, as such a function, we take a bump function  H(x1) which has values at the neighborhoods
of x1 coordinates of the intersection points of Lagrangian submanifolds and their copies in the
covering space R2 of T 2 corresponding to E(1;0;;U1), E(1;1;;U1) (see also Figure 1 in [10]).
In the above situations, the following theorems hold (see Theorem 4.4, Theorem 4.6 in [10]).
Theorem 4.7. For E(2;1;;U1), dimF (C( )) = 1 holds if and only if   +++T (mod 2(Z
TZ)).
Theorem 4.8. For E(2;1;;U1), dimG(C( )) = 1 holds if and only if   +++T (mod 2(Z
TZ)).
Furthermore, the local expressions of the non-trivial morphisms ~ : E(2;1;;U2) ! C( ),  :
C( ) ! E(2;1;;U2) are also given in Corollary 4.5, Corollary 4.7 in section 4 of [10], respectively,
and by using these local expressions, we see that the relation
~ = cT I2 (8)
holds, where cT 2 C is a constant number. In particular, this cT is expressed as a derivative of a
theta function and is then shown to be nonzero by the Jacobi's dierential formula (see Lemma 4.9
in [10]). On the other hand, when we consider the relation (8) from the viewpoint of the symplectic
geometry side, the relation (8) is identied with an A1 triple product m3 in the Fukaya category
Fuk(T 2; ~!) (cf. [9]). Thus, by summarizing the above discussions, we can state the following
theorem, and this is the main theorem in this section (see Theorem 4.10 in [10]).
Theorem 4.9. The mapping cone C( ) is isomorphic to E(2;1;;U2) with   +++T (mod 2(Z
TZ)).
5 Exact triangles consisting of projectively at bundles on
T 2n
In this section, we consider exact triangles consisting of three projectively at bundles and their
shifts on an n-dimensional complex torus T 2n, as a generalization of the discussions in section
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4 to the higher dimensional case. More precisely, in this section, we consider an exact triangle
associated to the mapping cone C( ) of a non-trivial morphism  2 Ext1(E(s;B;;V); E(1;A;;U)) 3,
and study the case such that C( ) becomes a simple projectively at bundle, namely, consider an
exact triangle
      ! E(1;A;;U)    ! E(t;C;;W)    ! E(s;B;;V)    ! TE(1;A;;U)    !    (9)
in Tr(DG T 2n), where t
0 = 1 + s0, t
0
t
C = A + s
0
s
B, A   1
s
B 6= O and T denotes the shift functor
in Tr(DG T 2n). Then, we prove that the exact triangle (9) is obtained as the pullback of an exact
triangle consisting of three projectively at bundles and their shifts in Tr(DG T 2)
= Db(Coh( T 2))
by a suitable holomorphic projection  : T 2n ! T 2 (Theorem 5.6).
Here, we explain some notations. For a projectively at bundle E(s;B;;V) ! T 2n with  =
u+ T tv, similarly as in the case of E(1;A;;U) ! T 2n with  = p+ T tq, we set
u() :=
s0
s
u  ; v() := s
0
s
v + ;
where s0 2 N, and  := (1;    ; n)t,  := (1;    ; n)t 2 Rn are dened by using the determinants
of unitary matrices in the set V . Moreover, we set
 := A  1
s
B 6= O;  := 1
s
u()  p();
and assume
ij 6= 0:
5.1 Preparations in matrix calculations
The purpose of this subsection is to prove Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 which play an
important role in the proof of Theorem 5.6 (this theorem is the main theorem in section 5) in
subsection 5.2.
Proposition 5.1. Assume rank = 1. Then, there exist two matrices A, D 2 SL(n;Z) such that
Dt(s)A =  NEij;
where N 2 N and Eij denotes the matrix unit.
Proof. We may assume that there exists a k 2 Z (0  k  n  1) such that
i1 6= i;    ; ik 6= i; i1j 6= 0;    ; ikj 6= 0:
For the matrix s, we apply elementary row operations. Set
m1 := gcd((s)i1j; (s)ij):
Then, there exist 0ij, 
0
i1j
2 Z such that
(s)ij = m1
0
ij; (s)i1j = m1
0
i1j
:
3In fact, we can also obtain the condition such that Ext1(E(s;B;;V); E(1;A;;U)) 6= 0 by a direct calculation. See
also the relations (33) and (36).
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Clearly, 0ij and 
0
i1j
are relatively prime, so there exist K1, L1 2 Z such that
 0ijK1   0i1jL1 = 1:
By using these four integers 0ij, 
0
i1j
, K1 and L1, we dene the following matrix.
Di1 := In + ( 0ij   1)Ei1i1 + (K1   1)Eii + L1Ei1i + 0i1jEii1 :
Note
detDi1 =  0ijK1   0i1jL1 = 1:
Then, the (i1;m) component of Dti1(s) (1  m  n) is calculated as
 0ij(s)i1m + 0i1j(s)im =  
s2
m1
(iji1m   i1jim)
= 0;
where the second equality follows from the assumption rank = 1. Similarly, by using the fact
ij 6= 0, the (i;m) component of Dti1(s) (1  m  n) is calculated as
L1(s)i1m +K1(s)im = L1  s
i1j
ij
im +K1(s)im
=
im
ij
(L1(s)i1j +K1(s)ij)
=  im
ij
m1;
where the rst equality follows from the assumption rank = 1, and we put

(1)
im :=  
im
ij
m1:
As a result, Dti1(s) is expressed as
Dti1(s) =
0BBBBBB@
...
...
...
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
...
...
...

(1)
i1 : : : 
(1)
ij : : : 
(1)
in
...
...
...
1CCCCCCA ;
where (0;    ; 0;    ; 0) is the i1-th row of Dti1(s). Next, we set
m2 := gcd((s)i2j; 
(1)
ij );
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and apply an elementary row operation to Dti1(s) similarly as above. Hence, by applying elemen-
tary row operations to s for k times, we see that s is transformed as
(Dtik    Dti1)(s) = (Di1    Dik)t(s)
=
0BBBBBBBBBB@
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
...
...
...
0 : : : 0 : : : 0

(k)
i1 : : : 
(k)
ij : : : 
(k)
in
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
...
...
...
0 : : : 0 : : : 0
1CCCCCCCCCCA
;
where

(k)
im :=  
im
ij
mk; mk 2 N:
Here, we dene
D := Di1    Dik ;
and since detDi1 =    = detDik = 1, clearly detD = 1 holds.
We assume that there exists a l 2 Z (0  l  n  1) such that
j1 6= j;    ; jl 6= j; (k)ij1 6= 0;    ; (k)ijl 6= 0:
For the matrix Dt(s), we apply elementary column operations. Set
n1 := gcd(
(k)
ij ; 
(k)
ij1
):
Namely, there exist 
0(k)
ij , 
0(k)
ij1
2 Z such that

(k)
ij = n1
0(k)
ij ; 
(k)
ij1
= n1
0(k)
ij1
:
Clearly, 
0(k)
ij and 
0(k)
ij1
are relatively prime, so there exist M1, N1 2 Z such that
 0(k)ij M1   0(k)ij1 N1 = 1:
By using these four integers 
0(k)
ij , 
0(k)
ij1
, M1 and N1, we dene the following matrix.
Aj1 := In + ( 0(k)ij   1)Ej1j1 + (M1   1)Ejj +N1Ej1j + 0(k)ij1 Ejj1 :
Note
detAj1 =  0(k)ij M1   0(k)ij1 N1 = 1:
Then, the (i; j1) component of Dt(s)Aj1 is calculated as
 (k)ij10(k)ij + (k)ij 0(k)ij1 =  (k)ij1

(k)
ij
n1
+ 
(k)
ij

(k)
ij1
n1
= 0;
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and the (i; j) component of Dt(s)Aj1 is calculated as

(k)
ij1
N1 + 
(k)
ij M1 =  n1:
As a result, Dt(s)Aj1 is expressed as
Dt(s)Aj1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
: : : 0 : : : 0 : : :
...
...
: : : 0 : : : 0 : : :
: : : 0 : : :  n1 : : :
: : : 0 : : : 0 : : :
...
...
: : : 0 : : : 0 : : :
1CCCCCCCCCA
;
where 0 which is written in the left side of  n1 is the (i; j1) component. Next, we set
n2 := gcd(
(k)
ij2
; n1);
and apply an elementary column operation to Dt(s)Aj1 similarly as above. Hence, by applying
elementary column operations to Dt(s) for l times, we see that Dt(s) is transformed as follows.
Dt(s)Aj1    Ajl =  nlEij =  NEij; N := nl 2 N:
Here, we dene
A := Aj1    Ajl ;
and since detAj1 =    = detAjl = 1, clearly detA = 1 holds.
Proposition 5.2. We assume rank = 1, and take a pair (A;D) of two matrices A, D 2 SL(n;Z)
which satisfy the statement of Proposition 5.1. Then,
(A 1TD)ji0 = 0 (1  i0 6= i  n)
and
Im(A 1TD)ji 6= 0
hold.
Proof. We denote the (i; j) component of A, the (i; j) component of A 1 and the (i; j) component
of D by Aij, Aij and Dij, respectively.
First, we prove the following equality.
Ajkij  Ajjik = 0 (1  k  n): (10)
It is clear that the equality (10) holds in the case k = j, so we consider the case k 6= j. In order
to prove the equality (10), we should consider the following cases.
(i) k = j  1 (ii) k = j  2 (iii) k = j+1 (iv) k = j+2 (v) 1  k  j  3 (vi) j+3  k  n:
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However, since we can prove other cases similarly, we prove the case of (i), i.e.,
Ajj 1ij  Ajjij 1 = 0 (11)
only, here. By a direct calculation, one has
Ajj 1ij = ij( 1)3j 3det
0BBBBBBBBB@
Aj1 : : : Ajj 1 Ajj+1 : : : Ajn
A11 : : : A1j 1 A1j+1 : : : A1n
...
...
...
...
Aj 21 : : : Aj 2j 1 Aj 2j+1 : : : Aj 2n
Aj+11 : : : Aj+1j 1 Aj+1j+1 : : : Aj+1n
...
...
...
...
An1 : : : Anj 1 Anj+1 : : : Ann
1CCCCCCCCCA
and
 Ajjij 1 = ij 1( 1)3j 3det
0BBBBBBBBB@
Aj 11 : : : Aj 1j 1 Aj 1j+1 : : : Aj 1n
A11 : : : A1j 1 A1j+1 : : : A1n
...
...
...
...
Aj 21 : : : Aj 2j 1 Aj 2j+1 : : : Aj 2n
Aj+11 : : : Aj+1j 1 Aj+1j+1 : : : Aj+1n
...
...
...
...
An1 : : : Anj 1 Anj+1 : : : Ann
1CCCCCCCCCA
:
Therefore, by recalling the denition of the determinant of a matrix, the left hand side of the
equality (11) turns out to be
( 1)3j 3
X
=(l1; ;lj 1;lj+1; ;ln)
sgn()(ijAjl1 + ij 1Aj 1l1)A1l2    Aj 2lj 1Aj+1lj+1    Anln ; (12)
where the sum is computed over all permutations  of the set f1;    ; j   1; j + 1;    ; ng, and
sgn() denotes the signature of . On the other hand, by Proposition 5.1, we see (A)il1 = 0
(l1 6= j), i.e.,
nX
m=1
imAml1 = 0 (l1 6= j);
and clearly, this equality is equivalent to the following equality.
ijAjl1 + ij 1Aj 1l1 =  
X
m6=j 1; j
imAml1 : (13)
Hence, by using the equality (13), the formula (12) turns out to be
 ( 1)3j 3
X
m6=j 1; j
X

sgn()imAml1A1l2    Aj 2lj 1Aj+1lj+1    Anln : (14)
For the formula (14), we x m 6= j  1; j, and consider the sum of  only. Then, if 1  m  j  2,
we focus on the following two terms.
sgn(l1;    ; lm+1;    ; lj 1;    ; ln)Aml1    Amlm+1    Aj 2lj 1    Anln ; (15)
sgn(lm+1;    ; l1;    ; lj 1;    ; ln)Amlm+1    Aml1    Aj 2lj 1    Anln : (16)
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Here, we can check easily that
sgn(lm+1;    ; l1;    ; lj 1;    ; ln) =  sgn(l1;    ; lm+1;    ; lj 1;    ; ln)
holds, so the two terms (15) and (16) are canceled. Similarly, if j + 1  m  n, the following two
terms are canceled.
sgn(l1;    ; lj+1;    ; lm;    ; ln)Aml1    Aj+1lj+1    Amlm    Anln ;
sgn(lm;    ; lj+1;    ; l1;    ; ln)Amlm    Aj+1lj+1    Aml1    Anln :
These facts indicate that the formula (14) vanishes. Thus, the equality (11) holds.
Now we calculate the the (j; i0) component (A 1TD)ji0 of A 1TD, where 1  i0 6= i  n. By a
direct calculation, we see
(A 1TD)ji0 =
nX
l=1
 
nX
k=1
Ajktkl
!
Dli0
=
X
l 6=i
 X
k 6=j
Ajktkl
!
Dli0 +
X
l 6=i
AjjtjlDli0 +
nX
k=1
AjktkiDii0 : (17)
Since we may assume AT = (AT )t, BT = (BT )t, i.e., T = (T )t, where ij 6= 0, the formula
(17) turns out to be
X
l 6=i
 X
k 6=j
Ajktkl
!
Dli0 +
X
l 6=i
Ajj
 
  1
ij
X
k 6=j
iktkl +
1
ij
nX
k=1
lktki
!
Dli0 +
nX
k=1
AjktkiDii0
=
1
ij
X
l 6=i
X
k 6=j
 Ajkij  AjjikDli0tkl + nX
k=1
 
1
ij
X
l 6=i
AjjDli0lk +AjkDii0
!
tki: (18)
By Proposition 5.1, for i0 6= i,
(Dt)i0k =
nX
l=1
Dli0lk = 0
holds, so the formula (18) is calculated as
1
ij
X
l 6=i
X
k 6=j
 Ajkij  AjjikDli0tkl + nX
k=1

  1
ij
AjjDii0ik +AjkDii0

tki
=
1
ij
X
l 6=i
X
k 6=j
 Ajkij  AjjikDli0tkl + 1
ij
nX
k=1
 Ajkij  AjjikDii0tki: (19)
Therefore, by using the equality (10), one sees that the formula (19) vanishes. Thus,
(A 1TD)ji0 = 0 (1  i0 6= i  n)
holds.
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Finally, we prove Im(A 1TD)ji 6= 0. We assume Im(A 1TD)ji = 0. We proved (A 1TD)ji0 = 0
(1  i0 6= i  n) above, and this fact indicates Im(A 1TD)ji0 = 0. Hence,
det(Im(A 1TD)) = det(ImT ) = 0
holds. However, this fact contradicts the positive deniteness of ImT . Thus,
Im(A 1TD)ji 6= 0:
5.2 Main result
In this subsection, as stated above, we consider the exact triangle (9), i.e.,
      ! E(1;A;;U)    ! E(t;C;;W)    ! E(s;B;;V)    ! TE(1;A;;U)    !    ;
where t0 = 1 + s0, t
0
t
C = A + s
0
s
B and T denotes the shift functor in Tr(DG T 2n). In order to
study the above exact triangle, we use the following theorem (see Theorem 4.1 in [11]) which
plays an important role in our discussions. In particular, although we can check easily that
codim(L(1;0;p()) \ L(1;1;u())) = 1 holds in Theorem 4.9, this is actually the special case of the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. We take two projectively at bundles E(r;A;;U), E(s;B;;V) ( = p+T tq;  = u+T tv)
on T 2n, and consider the following exact triangle associated to the mapping cone of  : E(s;B;;V) !
TE(r;A;;U) in Tr(DG T 2n),
      ! E(r;A;;U)    ! C( )    ! E(s;B;;V)     ! TE(r;A;;U)    !    ; (20)
where T is the shift functor and C( ) denotes the mapping cone of  . Furthermore, we assume
that there exists a projectively at bundle E(t;C;;W) such that C( ) = E(t;C;;W), namely, the exact
triangle (20) becomes an exact triangle consisting of three projectively at bundles and their shifts.
Then, codim(L(r;A;p()) \ L(s;B;u()))  1 holds.
Note that the exact triangle (9) satises the assumption in Theorem 5.3, and in particular, this
Theorem 5.3 states that codim(L(1;A;p()) \ L(s;B;u())) = 1, i.e., rank = rank(; ) = 1 holds in
the case  6= O (see the case 2 in the proof of Theorem 5.3). Thus, we may assume
rank = rank(; ) = 1:
In order to state the main theorem, rst, we transform the exact triangle (9) to an exact
triangle which is easy to treat, by using Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, and so on. This
process consists of the following two steps.
Step 1:
In Step 1, we construct a biholomorphic map ' : T 2n0
! T 2n for an n-dimensional complex torus
T 2n0 , and by using this ', we transform the exact triangle (9) which is dened on T
2n to an exact
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triangle which is dened on T 2n0 . In this transformation, we also consider the homological mirror
symmetry setting on a mirror pair ((T 2n; ~!0); T
2n
0 ), where (T
2n; ~!0) is a mirror dual complexied
symplectic torus of T 2n0 .
In general, for two complex tori Cn=2(Zn  TZn), Cn=2(Zn  T 0Zn), Cn=2(Zn  TZn) and
Cn=2(Zn T 0Zn) are biholomorphic if and only if T 0 = (TC +A ) 1(TD +B), where A , B, C ,
D 2M(n;Z) and 
A B
C D

2 GL(2n;Z):
Now, we assume rank = 1, so by Proposition 5.1, we can take a pair (A;D) of two matrices A,
D 2 SL(n;Z) such that
Dt(s)A =  NEij;
where N 2 N. We x such a pair (A;D), and set
A B
C D

=
 A O
O D

2 SL(2n;Z)  GL(2n;Z);
namely,
T 0 = (t0ij) = A 1TD:
In particular, by Proposition 5.2, we see that
t0ji0 = 0 (1  i0 6= i  n)
and
Imtji 6= 0
hold. We denote this n-dimensional complex torus Cn=2(Zn  T 0Zn) = Cn=2(Zn A 1TDZn)
by T 2n0 . Let us denote the local complex coordinates of T
2n
0 by Z = X + T
0Y = X + A 1TDY ,
where
Z := (Z1;    ; Zn)t; X := (X1;    ; Xn)t; Y := (Y1;    ; Yn)t:
Then, a biholomorphic map ' : T 2n0
! T 2n is given by
'(Z) = AZ:
When we regard complex manifolds T 2n and T 2n0 as real dierentiable manifolds R2n=2Z2n, the
biholomorphic map ' is regarded as the dieomorphism ' : R2n=2Z2n ! R2n=2Z2n such that
'

X
Y

=
 A O
O D

X
Y

:
We consider the complexied symplectic torus (T 2n; ~!0 := ( T 0 1)t = At~!(D 1)t) as a mirror
partner of the complex torus T 2n0 . We denote the local coordinates of (T
2n; ~!0) by (X
1;   Xn; Y 1;
   ; Y n)t, and dene
X := (X1;    ; Xn)t; Y := (Y 1;    ; Y n)t:
Here, we dene a dieomorphism  : (T 2n; ~!0)
! (T 2n; ~!) by


X
Y

=
 A O
O (D 1)t

X
Y

:
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By a direct calculation, we see
(dxt~!dy) = d X t ~!0d Y ;
where d X := (dX1;    ; dXn)t, d Y := (dY 1;    ; dY n)t, so this dieomorphism  is a symplecto-
morphism.
Now, we explain the homological mirror symmetry setting on ((T 2n; ~!0); T
2n
0 ). By using the
biholomorphic map ' : T 2n0
! T 2n and complex vector bundles E(r;A;;U) ! T 2n, we can consider
the pullback bundles 'E(r;A;;U) ! T 2n0 of rank r0. Then, the connection 'r(r;A;;U) on each
'E(r;A;;U) is expressed locally as
'r(r;A;;U) = d  i
2

1
r
X tAtAtD + 1
r
tD

dY  Ir0 ;
where dY := (dY1;    ; dYn)t. In particular, by Proposition 2.1 and the biholomorphicity of the
map ' : T 2n0
! T 2n, we see that a complex vector bundle 'E(r;A;;U) ! T 2n0 is holomorphic if and
only if AT = (AT )t holds. These holomorphic vector bundles ('E(r;A;;U); 'r(r;A;;U)) again form
a DG-category DG T 2n0 . Furthermore, DG T 2n0 is equivalent to DG T 2n as DG-categories. Hereafter,
since we can also regard 'E(r;A;;U) ! T 2n0 as E(r;DtAA;Dt;U 0) ! T 2n0 by using a suitable set U 0
(the denition of U 0 depends on the data (U ;A;D)), we denote 'E(r;A;;U) by E(r;DtAA;Dt;U 0).
Similarly, by the symplectomorphism  : (T 2n; ~!0)
! (T 2n; ~!), we see that n-dimensional sub-
manifolds L(r;A;p()) in (T
2n; ~!) and unitary local systems L(r;A;p();q()) ! L(r;A;p()) are mapped to
n-dimensional submanifolds
 1(L(r;A;p())) =

X
Y

2 (T 2n; ~!0) j Y = 1
r
DtAA X + 1
r
Dtp()

and unitary local systems L(r;A;p();q()) !  1(L(r;A;p())), respectively. In particular, a pair
( 1(L(r;A;p())); L(r;A;p();q())) is an object of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!0) if and only if
AT = (AT )t (and this is also the condition such that a pair (L(r;A;p());L(r;A;p();q())) is an object of
the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!)). Hereafter, since we can also regard  1(L(r;A;p()))  (T 2n; ~!0)
and L(r;A;p();q()) !  1(L(r;A;p())) as L(r;DtAA;Dtp())  (T 2n; ~!0) and L(r;DtAA;Dtp();Atq()) !
L(r;DtAA;Dtp()), respectively, we denote  1(L(r;A;p())) and L(r;A;p();q()) by L(r;DtAA;Dtp()) and
L(r;DtAA;Dtp();Atq()), respectively. Hence, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4. For a given quadruple (r; A; ;U), the complex vector bundle E(r;DtAA;Dt;U 0) !
T 2n0 is holomorphic if and only if the pair (L(r;DtAA;Dtp());L(r;DtAA;Dtp();Atq())) is an object of the
Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!0).
Thus, when we set
A0 := DtAA; B0 := DtBA; C 0 := DtCA; 0 := DtA =  N
s
Eij;
0 := Dt;  0 := Dt; 0 := Dt;
p()0 := Dtp(); q()0 := Atq(); u()0 := Dtu(); v()0 := Atv();
we may consider the exact triangle
      ! E(1;A0;0;U 0)    ! E(t;C0;0;W 0)    ! E(s;B0;0;V 0)    ! TE(1;A0;0;U 0)    !    (21)
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in Tr(DG T 2n0 ), instead of the exact triangle (9) in Tr(DG T 2n). In the exact triangle (21), note that
the denitions U 0, V 0, andW 0 depend on the data (U ;A;D), (V ;A;D), and (W ;A;D), respectively.
Step 2:
In Step 2, we consider the SL(2n;Z) action on (T 2n; ~!0) as follows. We take the matrix
In O
A0 In

2 SL(2n;Z);
and dene the SL(2n;Z) action on (T 2n; ~!0) by
X
Y

2 (T 2n; ~!0) 7 !

In O
A0 In

X
Y

2 (T 2n; ~!0):
By using this matrix, we dene an automorphism ~ : (T 2n; ~!0)
! (T 2n; ~!0) by
~

X
Y

=

In O
A0 In

X
Y

:
Since ~!0A
0 = ( ~!0A0)t, we can check easily that the automorphism ~ preserves the complexied
symplectic form ~!0, i.e., ~
 ~!0 = ~!0. Therefore, the automorphism ~ is a symplectic automorphism.
By using this symplectic automorphism ~ : (T 2n; ~!0)
! (T 2n; ~!0), we can map the objects
L(1;A0;p()0;q()0) := (L(1;A0;p()0);L(1;A0;p()0;q()0)); L(s;B0;u()0;v()0) := (L(s;B0;u()0);L(s;B0;u()0;v()0))
of the Fukaya category Fuk(T 2n; ~!0) to the objects
L(1;O;p()0;q()0) :=

L(1;O;p()0) = ~
 1(L(1;A0;p()0));L(1;O;p()0;q()0) = ~L(1;A0;p()0;q()0)

;
L(s;NEij ;u()0;v()0) :=

L(s;NEij ;u()0) =
~ 1(L(s;B0;u()0));L(s;NEij ;u()0;v()0) = ~L(s;B0;u()0;v()0)

;
respectively (note 0 = A0   1
s
B0 =  N
s
Eij, i.e.,
1
s
B0 = A0 + N
s
Eij). Hence, in Tr(Fuk(T
2n; ~!0)),
the exact triangle associated to the mapping cone of a non-trivial morphism L(s;B0;u()0;v()0) !
TL(1;A0;p()0;q()0) (T denotes the shift functor in Tr(Fuk(T
2n; ~!0))) is mapped to the exact triangle
associated to the mapping cone of a non-trivial morphism L(s;NEij ;u()0;v()0) ! TL(1;O;p()0;q()0) by
this SL(2n;Z) action. Note that the complex structure of the mirror dual complex torus T 2n0 is also
preserved when we consider the SL(2n;Z) action on (T 2n; ~!0). Thus, by using the homological
mirror symmetry Tr(Fuk(T 2n; ~!0)) = Tr(DG T 2n0 ) (cf. [7], [1] etc.), the exact triangle (21) is
mapped to the exact triangle
      ! E(1;O;0;U 0)    ! E(t; s0t
st0NEij ;
0;W 0)    ! E(s;NEij ;0;V 0)    ! TE(1;O;0;U 0)    !   
in Tr(DG T 2n0 ). Here, note
t0
t
( s
0t
st0N) =
s0
s
N 2 Z. Furthermore, for two holomorphic vector bundles
E(r;A;;U), E(r;A;0;U 0) ! T 2n0 , it is known that
E(r;A;;U) = E(r;A;0;U 0)
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if and only if
  0  r
r0
(   0 + T 0t(0   ))

mod
r
r0
2(Zn  T 0tZn)

holds (see [13]). Here, note that ,  2 Rn and 0, 0 2 Rn are vectors associated to U and U 0,
respectively, in the sense of denition (5). By this result, there exist
00 = (001;    ; 00n)t = (p001;    ; p00n)t + T 0t(q001 ;    ; q00n)t;
 00 = ( 001 ;    ;  00n)t; 00 = (001 ;    ; 00n)t 2 Rn  T 0tRn
such that
E(1;O;0;U 0) = E(1;O;00;U1); E(s;NEij ;0;V 0) = E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(t; s0t
st0NEij ;
0;W 0)
= E(t; s0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 );
and the denition of Ur0 (r0 2 N) in these relations is given as follows. When we dene a holo-
morphic vector bundle E(r;aEij ;;U) by using a given data (r; aEij; ) 2 NM(n;Z) (RnT 0tRn)
with the condition r
0
r
a 2 Z (note that we do not assume the condition a
r
= a
0
r0 , gcd(r
0; a0) = 1 here
4), we can consider the following set as an example of U .n
Vj = V; Vl = Ir0 ; Ui = U
  r0
r
a; Uk = Ir0 2 U(r0) j l 6= j; k 6= i
o
: (22)
Here,
V :=
0BBB@
0 1
. . . . . .
1
1 0
1CCCA ; U :=
0BBB@
1
 0
. . .
( 0)r
0 1
1CCCA 2 U(r0);  0 := e 2ir0 :
We denote by Ur0 the set (22).
As a result, we may consider the exact triangle
      ! E(1;O;00;U1)    ! E(t; s0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 )    ! E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )    ! TE(1;O;00;U1)    !   
(23)
in Tr(DG T 2n0 ), instead of the exact triangle (21) in Tr(DG T 2n0 ).
Here, we give two remarks on the exact triangle (23).
First, we comment on the simplicity of a holomorphic vector bundle E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) ! T 2n0 . In
general, calculations on the simplicity of a given holomorphic vector bundle are not easy. However,
in the case of E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ), we can calculate morphisms in End(E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 )) directly. We also note
that calculations in the proof of the following proposition are analogies of techniques which are
used in the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2.
Proposition 5.5. The holomorphic vector bundle E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) is simple if and only if gcd
 
r0; r
0
r
a

=
1 holds.
4In this sense, the notation E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) does not seem precise (see also the relations (2) and (3)). However, we
will explain the detail of this problem in p.32, and then, we will also prove the validity of the notation E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ).
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Proof. We can compute locally a morphism ' = ('KL) 2 End(E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 )) as follows. First, for
each k = 1;    ; n, by considering the transition functions of E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) in the Yk direction, we
see that the morphism ' must satisfy
Uk  '(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn) = '(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yk + 2;    ; Yn)  Uk:
Therefore, each (K;L) component 'KL of ' can be Fourier-expanded as
'KL(X;Y ) =
X
I1KL; ;InKL2Z
'KL;I1KL; ;InKL(X)e
i(I1KL; ;IiKL+L Kr a; ;InKL)Y : (24)
Next, we consider the Cauchy-Riemann equation
@(') = 0: (25)
By substituting the local expression (24) into the dierential equation (25), we obtain the local
expression
'KL;I1KL; ;InKL(X) = KL;I1KL; ;InKLe
i(I1KL; ;IiKL+L Kr a; ;InKL)T 0 1X ;
where
KL;I1KL; ;InKL 2 C
is an arbitrary constant. Finally, for each l = 1;    ; n, by considering the transition functions of
E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) in the Xl direction, we see that the morphism ' must satisfy
Vl  '(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn) = '(X1;    ; Xl + 2;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn)  Vl: (26)
We consider the relation (26) in the case l = j. Then, the relation (26) turns out to be
'KL(X1;    ; Xj + 2;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn) = '(K+1)(L+1)(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn); (27)
and this implies
'KL(X1;    ; Xj + 2r0;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn) = 'KL(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn): (28)
On the other hand, the relation (26) in the case l 6= j turns out to be
'KL(X1;    ; Xl + 2;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn) = 'KL(X1;    ; Xn; Y1;    ; Yn): (29)
Therefore, by the relations (28), (29), we need to consider the condition
I1KL;    ; I iKL +
L K
r
a;    ; InKL

T 0 1 2 Z     Z
r0
     Z  Rn: (30)
However, since detImT 0 1 6= 0 and the relation (27) need to hold, we may actually consider the
condition 
I11L;    ; I i1L +
L  1
r
a;    ; In1L

= 0 (31)
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for each L = 1;    ; r0, instead of the condition (30). Then, it is clear that Ik1L = 0 holds for each
k 6= i, so we focus on the i-th component of the condition (31), i.e.,
I i1L +
L  1
r
a = 0;
and this condition is equivalent to
r0I i1L + (L  1)
r0
r
a = 0: (32)
Clearly, in the case L = 1, the condition (32) turns out to be I i11 = 0. Hence, we need to set
11;I111; ;In11 = 0 for each (I
1
11;    ; In11) 6= (0;    ; 0) 2 Zn, and as a result, one sees
'11 = 11;0; ;0 =: 11 2 C:
Furthermore, by using the relation (27), we also have the local expressions
'22 = '33 =    = 'r0r0 = 11:
We consider the case L 6= 1, i.e., L = 2;    ; r0. Then, for each L = 2;    ; r0, if there exists an
I i1L 2 Z such that the condition (32) holds, we need to set 1L;I11L; ;In1L = 0 for each (I11L;    ; In1L) 6=
(0;    ; L 1
r
a;    ; 0) 2 Zn, and as a result, one sees
'1L = 1L;0; ; L 1
r
a; ;0 =: 1L 2 C:
Of course, the local expressions
'2(L+1) = '3(L+2) =    = 'r0(L 1) = 1L
also follow from the relation (27). Similarly, for each L = 2;    ; r0, if there does not exist an I i1L 2 Z
such that the condition (32) holds, we need to set 1L;I11L; ;In1L = 0 for any (I
1
1L;    ; In1L) 2 Zn,
namely, one sees
'1L = 0:
Also in this case, we obtain the local expressions
'2(L+1) = '3(L+2) =    = 'r0(L 1) = 0
by using the relation (27).
Thus, when we set
m := ]
n
2  L  r0 j There exists an I i1L 2 Z such that the condition (32) holds:
o
;
we can conclude
End(E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ))
= C1+m;
where ]X denotes the cardinality of a given set X.
We assume that E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ) is simple, namely, m = 0. Then, we see
r0
r
a 62 r0Z; 2r
0
r
a 62 r0Z;    ; (r0   1)r
0
r
a 62 r0Z;
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and this fact implies
gcd

r0;
r0
r
a

= 1:
Conversely, we assume gcd
 
r0; r
0
r
a

= 1. Then, by the condition (32), we see
L  1 2 r0Z:
However, this relation contradicts the assumption 2  L  r0. This fact indicates m = 0, so we
can conclude
End(E(r;aEij ;;Ur0 ))
= C:
Here, for E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ), we consider the relation between the value s 2 N and the value N 2 N
by using Proposition 5.5 and so on. When we denote E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ), since the rank of E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )
is s0, under the assumption
N
s
=
N 0
s00
; s00; N 0 2 N; gcd(s00; N 0) = 1;
the relation
s00 = s0
should hold. Actually, we can prove that it is true as follows. First, we see s
0
s
N = s
0
s00N
0 2 N, so
by the assumption gcd(s00; N 0) = 1, there exists a k 2 N such that
s0 = ks00:
Then, s
0
s
N = ks
00
s00 N
0 = kN 0. Thus, by Proposition 5.5, we have
gcd

s0;
s0
s
N

= gcd(ks00; kN 0) = k = 1;
and this fact indicates s00 = s0. Of course, the case of E
(t; s
0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 ) is also the same as the case
of E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ).
Second, we give a remark on the constants 00,  00, 00 2 RnT 0tRn. Hereafter, 00_i denotes the
constant vector obtained by eliminating the i-th component from 00. We also use the notations
 00_i, 00_i in this sense. Furthermore, we denote by ~T 0ji the matrix obtained by eliminating the j-th
row and the i-th column from T 0. By a direct calculation, we can check that
Ext1(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(1;O;00;U1)) = H
1(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(1;O;00;U1)) 6= 0
if and only if
00_i  1
s
 00_i (mod 2(Zn 1  ~T 0tjiZn 1)) (33)
holds. Therefore, since we consider the case Ext1(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(1;O;00;U1)) 6= 0 only in this
paper, hereafter, we may assume that the relation (33) holds. Similarly, we also consider the
relation between 1
s
 00 and 1
t
00. In order to consider it, we apply the contravariant cohomological
functor
F := HomTr(DG T2n0
)(  ; E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ))
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to the exact triangle (23).
      ! F (TE(1;O;00;U1))    ! F (E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ))
   ! F (E
(t; s
0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 ))    ! F (E(1;O;00;U1))
   !    :
(34)
In (34), clearly, F (TE(1;O;00;U1)) = H
 1(E(1;O;00;U1); E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )) = 0 holds. Furthermore, by
the simplicity of E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ), we see F (E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )) = H
0(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )) =
End(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ))
= C. These facts imply
F (E
(t; s
0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 )) = H
0(E
(t; s
0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 ); E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )) 6= 0; (35)
and by a direct calculation, we can check that the condition (35) if and only if
1
s
 00_i  1
t
00_i (mod 2(Zn 1  ~T 0tjiZn 1)) (36)
holds.
Considering the above discussions, we now present the following theorem which is the main
theorem in this section. Although the undened notations ~ and U 0r0 are used in the statement of
the following theorem, the denitions of them are given in the proof of it.
Theorem 5.6. There exists a suitable one-dimensional complex torus T 20 and a suitable holomor-
phic projection  : T 2n0 ! T 20 such that the exact triangle (23) is equivalent to the following exact
triangle in Tr(DG T 2n0 ).
      ! E(1;0;00i ;U 01) 
 E(1;O;~;U1)    ! E(t; s0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )

 E(1;O;~;U1)
   ! E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 ) 
 E(1;O;~;U1)    ! TE(1;0;00i ;U 01) 
 E(1;O;~;U1)
   !    :
Proof. Since the relations
t0ji0 = 0 (1  i0 6= i  n); Imt0ji 6= 0
hold by Proposition 5.2, we can dene the holomorphic projection  : T 2n0 ! T 20 := C=2(Z t0jiZ)
by
(Z) = Zj = Xj + t
0
jiYi:
In particular, by the non-triviality of Ext1(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(1;O;00;U1)) = H
1(E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ); E(1;O;00;U1)),
we can actually check that Imt0ji > 0 holds. Now, E(t; s0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 ) and E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 ) are simple by
the assumption, and the simplicity of these holomorphic vector bundles indicates
gcd

t0;
t0
t

s0t
st0
N

= gcd

s0;
s0
s
N

= 1 (37)
by Proposition 5.5. Considering the above discussions, we focus on the exact triangle
      ! E(1;0;00i ;U 01)    ! E(t; s0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )
   ! E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 )    ! TE(1;0;00i ;U 01)    !   
(38)
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in Tr(DG T 20 )
= Db(Coh( T 20 )). Here, for a holomorphic vector bundle E(r;a;;U) ! T 20 , we took
U 0r0 :=
n
Vj = V; Ui = U
  r0
r
a 2 U(r0)
o
as U . In the exact triangle (38), it is clear that E(1;0;00i ;U 01) is simple, and since the relation (37)
holds, E
(t; s
0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )
and E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 ) are also simple (cf. Corollary 4.2). In general, for a given
vector bundle E ! T 20 , we can consider the pullback bundle E ! T 2n0 by the holomorphic
projection  : T 2n0 ! T 20 . Therefore, the following exact triangle in Tr(DG T 2n0 ) is induced from
the exact triangle (38).
      ! E(1;0;00i ;U 01)    ! E(t; s0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )
   ! E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 )    ! TE(1;0;00i ;U 01)    !    :
In particular, E(1;0;00i ;U 01), 
E
(t; s
0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )
and E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 ) are also simple because E(1;0;00i ;U 01),
E
(t; s
0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )
and E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 ) are simple.
On the other hand, it is known that for two simple projectively at bundles E, E 0 over a
complex torus Cn=  (   Cn is a lattice) which satisfy (rankE; c1(E)) = (rankE0; c1(E 0)), there
exists a line bundle L 2 Pic0(Cn= ) such that
E 0 = E 
 L:
This fact is described in Theorem 6.1 of [19] (see also Proposition 6.17 (1) in [20]). Now, since the
relations (33) and (36) hold, we can actually check that
E(1;O;00;U1) = E(1;0;00i ;U 01) 
 E(1;O;~;U1);
E(s;NEij ;00;Us0 )
= E(s;N;00i ;U 0s0 ) 
 E(1;O;~;U1);
E
(t; s
0t
st0NEij ;
00;Ut0 )
= E(t; s0t
st0N;
00
i ;U 0t0 )

 E(1;O;~;U1)
hold by considering the holomorphic line bundle
E(1;O;~;U1) 2 Pic0( T 2n0 );
where
~ := (p001;    ; p00i 1; 0; p00i+1;    ; p00n)t + T 0t(q001 ;    ; q00j 1; 0; q00j+1;    ; q00n)t:
This completes the proof.
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